Daily Useful Services

HKU Event Calendar
Students can synchronize lecture, tutorial and examination timetables with their personal calendars

Mobile Applications
- HKU App
- Courses@HKU
- HKU Shuttle Bus
- Attendance@HKU
- HKU Tutorial Sign-up
- uLock@HKU

uPrint
Print anywhere in the learning commons, libraries and faculty-based PC laboratories using the communal PCs or personal notebooks

ITS Training
- ITS Orientation
- Training courses on Moodle (Learning Management System) and Panopto (Lecture Capture System)
- High Performance Computing

Assistance
ITS Service Desk
- Self-Reporting System
- Phone: 3917-0123
- Email: ithelp@hku.hk
- Chatbot

Learning Commons
Communal PCs and/or printers are available for use at
- Chi Wah Learning Commons
- The Oval
- The Curve

Students can reserve the study rooms in the Chi Wah Learning Commons